Armenian At Columbia University

WHY ARMENIAN?

- Armenia is the gateway to adventure and discovery!
- Grants, fellowships, study, and work opportunities just waiting for applicants!
- Traditional and modern ways of life to enjoy!
- Hike alongside shepherds in the hills!
- Shop couture boutiques in the city!
- Have traditionally baked fresh Armenian bread!
- Meet villagers in their homes (everyone will invite you in for coffee!)
- Indulge in organic seasonal fruits and vegetables!
- Have a cold drink at the local jazz club!
- ALL IN THE SAME DAY!
- Learn about a culture and history as ancient as the earliest human civilization!
- Untouched areas of scholarship waiting for experts: translation, history, literary criticism, comparative literature, social work, business, activism, and more!

Questions? Don’t hesitate! ck2444@columbia.edu

Visit us at http://www.columbia.edu/cu/mesaas/languages/armenian/